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ANGULAR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN HEAVY AND LIGHT
FRAGMENTS IN THE REACTION 32S + 26Mg AT E=5.1 MEV/A.
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The interaction of heavy ions at kinetic energies of 2-3 times the Coulomb barrier
is generally characterized by the competition between fusion and other damped mecha-
nisms,(deep inelastic/incomplete fusion, dynamical fission,etc.). Considering a composite
system of \CN = 40-60, fission-like and deep-inelastic contributions have been experimen-
tally evidenced in the past for the reactions 20Ne+27Al, 16S+40«44Ca and 32S+50Ti. In
other rases only deep-inelastic and quasi-elastic have been indicated as the main mecha-
nisms in competition with fusion, ( see for example the reactions 32S+2TAI, 2ONe+2ONe,
"•<) I 48Ti ). For the reaction 20Ne+26Mg at E I B&=150 MeV incomplete fusion reaction
lias been also identified. In last years we have measured the fusion cross sections for
tlie 32S I 24»25>26Mg systems showing the onset of the regime II of fusion at ££,«&=£ 145
MeV,aiid,hy means of inclusive fragment measurements,we have investigated the main
fratures of the competing mechanisms for the reaction 32S+26Mg at Ei,ab=163.5 MeV.

In this contribution,we report, for these reaction, on angular correlations between
heavy and light fragments. Measurements have been performed by means of a Bragg
ioniza»ion chamber, {2Heavy =23-13 ) and two silicon telescopes (Z£,j;/lf=2-10). Direct
evidence of the binary nature of the mechanisms competing with fusion has been found.
The^e mechanisms continuously evolve from quasi-elastic to deep-inelastic as the scattering
angle of two emerging fragments increases.Their Z-element distribution is centered around
the projectile Z-value and it extends up to overlap partially with the fusion Z-distribution.
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